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general the reports in this series will contain information obtained not
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public dissemination of information given us for our private use. Accordingly
conte7lated further dissemination or publication interests should be discussed
with the US::c-ic y Secretariat.

1. U. S. Operations
AMtJNDSEN-SCOTT STATION
Aurora - No observations. The positions of the all-sky camera and the
patrol spectrograph were interchanged to afford a less obstructed view for
the all-sky camera. The dome was removed from the all-sky camera to reduce
reflection. and frosting. The final shipment of auroral equipment and materials
has been received,
Geoma g netism - Four days records were lost due to repairs to the equipment.
Ionosphere - The equipment functioned with an average amount of breakdown.
All records were scaled and forwarded. The average return from the ionosonde
was good. Diurnal variations met the expected average compared to December
1957. The whistler gear arrived on the last plane of the year and has been
installed. There are some defects and damage suffered but it 'is hopd it will
be in operation by January 20th.
Meteorology - The net and hemispheric radiometers have been remounted and
rewired. The normal incidence and upward-facing pyrheliometers have also been
rewired, The Dobson has been installed but test runs are still being made.
The surface ozone equipment has also been installed. The still flask was broken
but a substitute has been found made of stainless steel. The CO 2 installation
is about complete and should be in operation in a short time.
The average temperature was-31,1°C with a high of -23.3 on the 17th and
18th and a low of -38°C on the 5th. The average station pressure was 20.136
in/Hg with a high station pressure of 20.39 in/Hg on the 20th and a low of
19.93 in/Hg on the 16th. Precipitation and snowfall were trace. The average
net change in 53 snow stakes was plus one inch. The prevailing wind was
at an average speed of 9.2 knots and the fastest mile 25 mph on the 17th
from the NNW. Per cent possible sunshine, 87; average sky cover 3.9. Number
days clear 16; partly cloudy, 6; cloudy, 9. Number of days visibility k mile
or lea.., none. Average height of 59 radiosondes 19,990 meters

I,.

-2jmology - One day of records was lost due to equipment failure.
There were 214 disturbances reported in December.
General - The caching of supplies is being completed and it is hoped
that a new cache will be completed if the transportation does not break down.

BYRD STATION
Aurora - All resupply items have been received. Modifications of the
interior aad the roof have been completed. Three building Jacks for the tower
raising have been secured.
eocnetistn - Operations were normal. There was some loss of rapid run.
data due to gear trouble. Two switches were installed in the office to
enable recording of all traces while working on the program machine.
Glaciology - The thermohms and snow stakes have been measured. The glacio-

logist participated in three landings of the airborne traverse.

Ionoshere - Activity in December has been characterized by frequent

short blackouts with some extending through a 24-hour period. Intense ioni-

zation of sporadic E has been observed during recovery from high absorption
conditions. Bifurcation of the F layer has been evident almàst constantly
with both Fl and F2 layers distS.nct most of the time. A new time delay was
installed to restore operation of the warm up circuit and to enable automatic
return after power failure.
Mcteor'1'g - The tunneled exit to the instrument shelter has been restored. Scai nave been made for the computation of radiation data and a
scaling program has begun. The inside cache has been rearranged and some new
supplies brought in from the outside. The foyer to the weather office has
been modified and utilized for an additional storage area. The aspirator
has been installed in the instrument shelter. The speed of the maximum 1point recorder has been adapted with a switching arrangement to accommodate
three therrxiohrns. Therrnohms for air temperature, snow surface and wet bulb
hstbaen installed
The average temperature was -15.8°C, with a high of -2.7 C C on the 13th
and a low of -29.0 on the 2nd. The average wind speed was 13.3 knots with
the fastest mile 40 mph on the 11th from the N. The average sky cover was
8.0; per cent possible sunshine, 33. Clear days, 5; partly cloudy, 9; cloudy,
17. Days with precipitation 0.01 inch or more, 4; 0.10 inch or more, one.
Days with visibility X mile or less, 9; one mile or. less, .12. Average height
of 61 rawinsondes, 25,158 meters.
Optical Phenomena: 22° halo, 12 days; 46° halo, 2 days; upper tangent
arc, 5 days; parselic circle, 3 days; parhelia, 3 days.
Rrdio Noise end .VLF - The NSS recorder is in operation. Very little VLF
activity has been observed. Efforts have been made to reduce local radio
noise In the noise recorder. Efforts are also being made to stabilize receiver
cain and antenna losses.
Station Seismology - Most of the drift has been eliminated in the recorder.
Th: were 53 ca:: .cuakes reported during the month.

-3Traverses

Byrd - By December 31st the Byrd Station traverse had covered 357
miles during the month and were at 83°S, 99°W on the last leg of the triangle
back to Byrd Station. By January 21st the traverse had returned to the Station. Investigations were made in the Horlick Mts. where petrified tree remains,
12 feet long, and leaf fossils from sandstone shale coal were discovered.
E11scrth - The Ellswo:th traverse to Byrd Station arrived at Byrd
on January6th. During December, Hr. Hoffman was evacuated from the traverse
because of illness,
Upon the arrival of the traverse it was found that the four vehicles were
in good condition and with minor repairs and an engine tuneup should be ready
for next summers traverse activities. Seventeen seismology and glaciology
stations were completed at approximately 30 nautical mile intervals along
the traverse route. The maximum ice thickness found was approximately 12,000.
feet in the area of 80°35S and 114°47 1 W, Eight-hundred miles were covered
before the first mountains were seen. The latter were surveyed at 81°081S
and 85°3117, Two hours were spent in rock collecting at 81°53 1 S and 89°20W.
Only two days were lost due to mechanical trouble and 11 days to whiteout
conditions. Twelve partial days were lost probing for crevases. The longest
delay was in finding a route around a 70-mile long crevassed area at 82°06'S
and 73!. The total distance covered was 1250 statute miles with an overall
gas consur.tion of 1.4 mpg.
ELLSWORTH STATION
Aurora - No observations.
Cosmic Rays Routine operations.
Glaciology - Routine operations. The average ablation of 48 stakes was
1.6 cm.
Meteorology - The average temperature was -9.9°C with a high of +1.1C
on the 31st and a low of -20.0°C on the 13th. The average station pressure was
29.016 in/Hg with a high sea level pressure of 29.53 on the 3rd and a low of
28.84 in/Hg on the 16th. Precipitation was 0.26 inches, snowfall 2.6 inches.
The prevailing wind direction was SSE at an average speed of 6.5 knots and the
fastest mile 22 mph from the SSE on the 14th. Per cent possible sunshine, 70;
average sky cover 5.5. Days clear, 10; partly cloudy, 8; cloudy, 13. Days
visibility one mile or less, one;`mile or less, one. The average height
of 53 rawinsondes 24,197 meters.
Seismology - Routine operations.

-4HALLETT STATION
Aurora - Analysis of the 1958 season shos aurora were visible on 97 per
cent of the clear nights, within half a degree of latitude 95 per cent. The
activity approaches from all directions but most frequently from 065° true.
There was an overcast 42 per cent of the nights.
Gecmacnetism - A period of moderate activity started at 171530Z with a
peak at 171900Z. A sudden commencement occurred at 040033z and 130002Z. One
set of absolute observations was made on the 8th.
Icnosphcre - Operations were normal, although there was some trouble

occurring with the scope intensity variations. Sixteen "train" whistlers

were recorded from 201230Z to 20125QZ. Several trains of three, and one of
four tone dispersion periods were heard, apparently similar to middle latitudes.
Whistler pairs of fairly short descending tones were recorded from 221104Z

to 221201Z.

Meteorolog y - All operations were routine. A moderately severe storm on
the 31st closed out the IGY by opening Moubray Bay, the entrance to Hallett
Inlet. However, peak gusts were only 52 knots. Photography of unusual clouds
continues and a spare thermograph 6 is being utilized by biologists to obtain
microtemperatures of a moss area east of the station.
The average temperature was -3.3°C with a high of +3.3°C on the 24th and
a low of -1.,2 on the 1st. The average station pressure was 29.049 in/Hg
with a high sea level pressure of 29.55 on the 4th and a low sea level pressure of 28.6S in/Hg on the 12th. The total precipitation was 0.30 inches,
snowfall 2.0 i:ches. The prevailing wind was from the NW at an average speed
of 5.7 knots, the fastest mile from the S at 54 mph on the 30th. Average
sky cover 6.1; per cent possible sun shine 51. Number of days clear, 11;
partly cloudy, 12; cloudy 8. Number of days with precipitation 0.01 inch
or more,2; 0.10 inch or more, 2. Number of days visibility mile or less,
2; one mile or less, 4. The average height of 62 razinsondes was 23,006 meters
with a high of 29,561 meters on the 20th, the highest in Hallett's hitory.
Seismology - Out of 66 recorded quakes, 35 were reported. There was an
apparent reduction of seismic activity during the-month although microceismic
activity increased.
General - Mr. Miller, Mr. Pryor and Mr. Worthley, biologists, arrived
at the station on the 5th and have found a fine selection of material for their
studies.

LITTLE Al- E RICA STATION
Aurora - No report.
çgnetisra- The program was secured on December 31st. Natural vibrátion frequencies of the rapid run variometer systems were determined by thz photographic method upon completion. Results follow: D, 1.6 sec. per oscillation;
H, 1. --ac. per oscillation: Z, 6.2 sec. per oscillation. Sunshots arc being made

fo:aper;nent
zuth mark to determine the station position. Packing of
cç
has begun and work is progressing on the final station report.

I.
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• Ionosphere - The program was secured on December 31st and equipment
packed for shipment to the U. S. Operations were normal throughout the
month.
ciology
Ice Deformation - A resurvey was made of the ice movement network.
Ice samples have been collected and prepared for shipment for ice petro
fabric studies in the U. S. Pit studies have been completed and cores prepared for shipment.
Dcp Drilling - The program terminated December 17th. The equipment
was then loaded on sleds for storage at Little America. The Cold Lab was
also reinforced and winterized. Cores have been prepared for shipment to
the U. S.
Airborne Seismic Program - Seven seismic-gravity-glaciological stations
were estab1isie.1 along the .l30°1 meridian between the Executive Committee
Range and the Harold Byrd Range at the following positions:
Station
Staticn
Station
Station
Station
Station
Station

1:
2:
3:
4:

84°52'S
84013' S
83°03s
8Oi..
20
12 0/..'
5: 80 0 5C 'S
6: 79041tS
7: 78°081S

135° 20 Tw
131032'W
130030'W
131 0 30 1W
12St°45 'W

130045'W

130°45'W

A 2,000 mile airborne magnetic profile was completed along the following
routes:
A - Little America to Byrd
B - Byrd to Walgreøa Coast to Getz Ice Shelf to Little America
C - Little America to Edsel Ford Rae and ret,irn
Meteorology The upper air and surface observations were discontinued oa
the 31st. The equipment and supplies for both programs were then sent to NAP,
Little Rockford at Mile 191 on the'Byrd Trail. Additional spare parts have
been divided between Hallett and McMurdo. Two thermohms with aspirators were
sent to the Pole.
The average temperature was -7.2°C with a low of -18.9'C on the 6th and

a high of -0.6°C on the 9th. The average station pressure was 28.924, with a

high sea level pressure of 29.65 on the 3rd and a low of 28.53 on the 11th.
Precipitation was 0.22 inches, snowfall 2.2 inches. Prevailing wind was from
the SSE at an average speed of 11.8 knots, and the fastest mile 56 mph on the
12th from the NE. Days with precipitation 0.01 inch or more, 7; 0.10 inch
or more, none. Days with visibility ? mile or less, 8; one mile or less, 14.
Per cent possible sunshine, 53. Clear days, 6; partly cloudy, 8; cloudy, 17.
The average height of 59 rawinsondes was 24,214 meters.
21 Land Traverse - The traverse led by Mr. Crary traveled from 78°
i°' to 73o031E, 140°30 t E by December 31, 1958. By January 8th the
2,
reed its furthest point out on the Plateau, 78tO31S, 1300301E
The party returned to McMurdo along the outgoing route, reaching McMurdo on

31, 1959.

ti.

IWI
Temperatures on the Plateau averaged -15°F between December 15th and
January 3rd. The sun was. visible for navigation purposes every day after
the party left the
top of. the Skelton until January 3rd. The elevation at 78°
03 1
S, 137°E was about 2,950 meters. Twelve seismic reflection and two refract
ions.ucre made. On two reflection stations on the plateau results were
poor. On four of sevefl
stations there-were indications of a land
elevation near sea level. One hundred fourteen gravity and 120 vertical
magnetic intensity, 12 horizontal magnetic intensity, and 12 magnetic detection values have also been obtained. Twelve pit studies have been made. The
plateau pits are c
haracterized by large sublimation crystals. Temperatures
at 10 meters were obtained at 12 stations. Temperature deviation is from
-42°C at the top of the Skelton to -48°c at 173°E. Density of cores at 10
and 15 meters were taken at 12 sites. Samples for tritium and oxygen isotrpe
analysis were collected at the top of the Skelt6n. Twenty accumulation stakes
were set out at the top of the Skelton for future study.
LeatherCetral - Operations were normal. Microfilming of all weather
central charts and data has been
completed along with packing of supplies
and equipment. The program was secured on December 31st. Communications
survey of upper air and snrface data is as follows: Mawson Collective: Norway

Station 90 83, King Baudouin 83 55, Taylor 92, Mawson 98 93. Mirny Col1eive:
Sovietaya 96 80, Mirny 96 95, Pioneerskaya 93, Komsomolskaya 93 Vostok
96 93. Port Stanley: all except Halley Bay 43 10, Halley Bay 44 08. Gonzales Vidales: all 18. Decepcion 25 03.
South America 20. McMurdo Collective:
Amundsen-Scott 71 73,Byrd 100 i00 Ellsworth
92 97, Wilkes 92 92, McMurdo
95 93, Ha11'tt 92 88, Beardmore 89, Durville 81 83,
Charcot 72. New Zealand
and Australian C ollectives 90 90,
except Campbell 72 70. Macquarie 80 63,
Marion 81 40 ; Zerguelen 92. Amsterdam
93 47. South Africa 25 10. Whalers
Ccllectives ftn Australia 04. A time lag of reports increased to an excess
of 24 hours early in the month but was down to an average of 6 hours by the
end of the month,Fjve surface
and 11 upper air analyses were not filed.
All mother stations have been notified about arrangements beginning the New
Year. The information was transmitted in French, Russian, and English.
General - The last IGY scientists have left Little America Station, which
was completely evacuated on January 19, 1959.
WILKES STATION
Aurora - No observations
Cosmic Rays - Operations were normal.
Geomagnetism - Operations were normal.
G1acio1

- A topographic and geological survey reconnaissance was extended to those islands, previously unvisited, south of the Windmill area.
A 100 foot raised beach was surveyd in nine new locations. Ice movement
resurveys have emphasized the differences between (a) the ramp almost stagnant, (b) ice cap behind, with shears moving at rates of several inches per
year, and (c) the Vanderford Glacier which continues to advance several feet
per day. A contrast to the generally negative regime of this coast was
found lZ n the form of a small ice shelf one square mile in extent and nourished
by locally excessive precipitation near Browning Island. Lichen, weather and
"till" fabric St-udies in the same area suggest various fluctuations in ice
regime since the last major glaciation. Rock and bone samples for isotope
dating were blasted from undisturbed areas. Various marine biological samples

have been collected.

I

-7i2teoro1oy - The average temperature was -1.5°C with a high of 2.8°C
The average staticn
pressure was 28.993, with a high sea level pressure of 29.38 on the 20th and
a low sea level pressure of 28.6 in/Hg on the 14th. Total precipitation 0.2
inch with a snowfall of 2.0 inches, Average wind speed was 7.6 knots,
prevailing from the NE, with the fastest hour 51 mph on the 11th from the E.
Per cent possible sunshine was 39. Average sky cover 7.5. Number of days
clear, 2; partly cloudy, 8; cloudy, 20. Number of days precipitation 0.01
inch or more, 2; 0.10 inch or more, 2. Number of days visibility mile or
less, none; one mile or less, one. The average height of 47 radiosonde flights
was 23,134 meters.
on the 23rd, and a low of -7,8°c on the 28th and 29th.

Oceanography - The ice still remains fast among the islands to the north
at least as far as Cape Folger and west to the Bergs. The ice is also fast
at Newcomb Bay and between Shirley and Bailey Islands. The ice movement out
of the cove damaged the tide gauge but the gauge has been operating. Time
lapse movies of ice have continued.
A topographic survey of Clark Island with plane table and telescopic
alidade has been started.

Seismo1oy - Surface waves from 49 quakes were recorded. The P and S
waves were clear in only three. Nicroseisms were weak except from the 12th
to the 15th and 21st and 22nd of December.
General -

The. sncw is meltingst and is now half way down the.sides
of the buildings and tunnels. Many dry gravel areas have:been exposed in
the camp. There have been five new men added to the Antarctic Swimming Club.
The water was dccribed as ' s warm" at 21.5°F. The dory and power raft have
been used on calm days and a trip to Midley Island was made for a penguin
count and geological studies..
2.. International
Belgium
On December 16th, four members of a Belgian plane crew forced down in
the Crystal Mts. on December 11, were picked up by a USSR rescue team. It
was later announced that the pilot of the Soviet aircraft, V. Perov, had
been honored with the award of the Order of Lenin. Members of the crew were
also honored.
New Zealand
A new agreement was signed between the United States and New Zealand on
cooperation in Antarctic activities. It provides for mutual assistance in
Antarctic operations with New Zealand making certain facilities available
to the U. S.; the U. S. in return helping New Zealand expeditions with supply
and transport operations; and the improvement of joint operations. in the
area of the Ross Sea at Scott, Hallett and NAF McMurdo. (NZ Newslctt'cr 12-22-58)
The U. S. has already made plans to build permanent facilities at
Harcod iort (Christchurch, New Zealand).

-8USSR
The following has been received from Mr. Rubin U. S. meteorologist at Mirny.
The Pole of Inaccessibility was reached on December 14th. The station
is established at 82S, 55°E, at an altitude of 3,710 meters. The first
plane landed on December 18th. No personnel will winter at the station.
Seismic soundings between Sovietskaya and the Pole indicate considerable variations in land surface but it is above sea level. However, a point near
Pioncerskaya indicates a depth of 1,500 meters below sea level. Very soft
as well as hard snow surfaces were found during the traverse to the Pole of

Inaccessibility.

On January 12th, Mr. Rubin was able to visit Komsoniolskaya and Vostok
during the exchange of personnel from those stations. A new tractor train
may be leaving Mirny soon for Vostok where they will winter and then continue
on to the South Pole and other proposed traverses next spring. Three new
tractors of 35 tons and 520 HP, one meter treads, and excellent living
accommodations for eight are being used.
A Polish group has spent a week at the Oasis station and the Australian
expedition visited Mirny January 11th with the usual excellent relations
and high spirits.
On January 8th the Ob finished unloading 3 1 000 tons of equipment and
supplies for the Soviet Antarctic expedition.
Ice reconnaissance flights, from Nirny to the area of the Davis Sea have
taken place orce a month. In June the ice edge was 540 km from the coast.
According to data of the flight in October, the ice edge was 850 km from
the shore.

NOTE: December 31, 1958, being the official termination date of the IGY, this
December Antarctic Status Report will be the last issued by the USNC-IGY.
Future status reports will be issued by the National Science Foundation.
Inquiries concerning these reports should be addressed to.Mr. George Toney,
U. S. Antarctic Research Program, National Science Foundation, 1951 Consitution
Avenue, N.W., Washington 25, D. C.
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